
Congregational Feedback 
Transcribed from: What IS Worship? a congregational dialogue 7-9pm 7-2-21 

Chestnut Grove parishioners’ compiled list of our Needs, Longings, Questions, 

Concerns, & Fears. Video recording also available to anyone interested.  

 

 

Our Needs & Longings for Worship at Chestnut Grove: 
• Connection of congregational community.   

• Authentic connection with God. 

• Presence with each other 

• Enthusiasm   in-theos 

• Vulnerability  

• Consistency we need connections with same people consistently.  We need to practice our 

worship rhythms consistently.   [Ie-Lectio Divina is a daily practice w/ huge benefits]  

• Live-giving worship w/o being consumeristic  We’re not Burger King (“You can’t have it 

your way”) 

• Transcendence- How do we nurture getting beyond ourselves to connect with the God 

beyond?  How can my worship take me beyond my comfortable routine? (Are some of the 

above needs- consistency, vulnerability, presence, etc.- critical to experiencing 

transcendence?)   

• Wonder-  When someone says “That was a wonderful worship service” what does it mean?  

How did it create wonder? How is it wonder-filled?   I don’t want a show, I don’t want a 

familiar routine. I need someone to take me somewhere: awe, humility, mystery, gratitude.  

These are things often delivered by art.  

• Transformation-  what we experience Sunday should lead to transformation of our lives. 

• Grace & mercy   with one another and ourselves.  

• Connectivity/application of what happens in worship to our non-worship-hour lives. 

• Collaboration putting lots of elements together 

• Invitation. We need to invite people into relationship, worship, groups.  [response: Perfect! 

To solve attendance concerns, we could double CG immediately if each worshiper invited 

one person, to come as they are.]    

• Evolved elements.  Our tastes/needs evolve with our spiritual maturity. Ie. When I was 

immature, I needed laser lights, smoke machines, and rock bands.  Worship should include 

elements for all maturity levels. 

• Connection with each other on spiritual level in worship. A neighbor congregation allocates 

time in worship (15 mins!) for praying directly for another worshiper, as part of the liturgy.    

 

 

 

(over) 



Our Questions, Concerns, Fears about Worship: 
• Consumerism as a lens for thinking about congregationalism. This not new.  It is always 

relative to what each individual wants. When we demand to have it only the way we want it, 

we eliminate the chance to be taken somewhere new/beyond/better. (ie when Tom made us 

ring chimes tonight.)  What do we do with 200-300 people who all have different consumer 

wants/needs?  [response: CG has long recognized the variety of needs/wants by leaning into 

the love of others (and their needs) above our own preferences- even bluegrass music!] 

• Attendance is down.  Giving is down.   For now? Forever?  Is this a phenomenon of  

socialized distancing throughout 18 month pandemic, or something else?   Is reduced giving 

a spiritual maturity issue?  

• Digital Immersion-  How do we get (our kids) de-digitalized after so thoroughly moving 

toward universal screen engagement? What do we do if they don’t want to come?  

• Close-mindedness  

• Overall Health of Chestnut Grove body- There is significant increase in human anxiety 

globally-this includes us. We’re not our best/healthiest when our anxiety is up.  Further, there 

seems to be a measure of social disease among us (gossip, negativity, distance, cutoff, etc.).  

There is noticeable malnourishment among many of us (we ingest a very small quantity of 

soul nourishment daily/weekly compared to the enormous quantity Spirit-sickening material.  

Finally, bodies which don’t exercise naturally atrophy. So, like any individual’s body, our 

congregational body shows signs of anxiety, malnourishment, disease, and atrophy. Huge 

global problems are fueling all of this.  [response: This is the reason we need to transcend the 

society/world! The Church IS God’s solution!]  

• We need more than worship arts, we need help connecting with each other.  

• Cameras in the room make me/us uncomfortable (reduce vulnerability/authenticity).  How 

do we balance trying to include those who can’t be present (ie. households with 

unvaccinated kids) with those who seek the intimacy/connection of a live community?  Can 

we be less concerned about those who are not willing to invest in being physically present, 

and turn off the cameras sometimes?   [response: easy fix by streaming only one gathering 

weekly] 

• Our social skills have atrophied throughout 18 months of social distance. Re-engaging is 

especially tough for introverts.  

• Where are we headed with all of these [dialogues, explorations]? Are we hoping to hire 

someone?  

 

Lance’s final response: There is no specific pre-determined outcomes here.  We are listening 

to God and each other (for these four weeks) as a congregation, so that we can start taking 

appropriate steps toward whatever is next (right away). If we are going to hire, Personnel & 

Deacons have lots of work to do, just to get started. Our membership will need to vote to take 

any personnel actions, after a candid conversation about the costs involved and what will be 

required of us all.  If we discern and decide not to hire, we need to shape a worship arts ministry 

in which we utilize all our God-given gifts.  This will be the subject of our final congregational 

dialogue on July 27, 2021.  Please join us.    


